The Pristine diamond microdermabrasion system combines the precision of diamonds with the most powerful
motor on the market to create the optimal microdermabrasion peel.
Precise suction control, positioning and pressure ensure peel uniformity at consistent treatment depths. The
dual actions of exfoliation and suction stimulate the growth of new cells and encourage the regeneration of
collagen and elastin for firmer, healthier looking skin.
The Pristine Microdermabrasion Diamond Peel:








Skin Rejuvenation
Acne & Trauma Scars
Pore Clearance
Ingrown Hairs
Hyperpigmentation

SEE BELOW FOR MORE DETAILS OF EACH POINT!
Diamonds. The Difference is in the Cut
The ultimate microdermabrasion tool, Pristine diamond tips introduce a level of precision not found in
traditional crystal-based treatments. Special care is taken to produce quality diamond tips that gently
exfoliate the skin without cutting or scratching. True laser cut, high quality diamond tips ensure 100%
accuracy that lasts over time.
Luxuriate in the Pristine Silence of the Perfect Aesthetic Treatment
Diamond treatments are hygienic and do not pollute the skin or environment. 13 different tips, more than
any other in the market, greatly expand treatment choices. Covering the full scope of aesthetic options,
Pristine allows you to offer treatments that range from a quick refreshing facial to safe whitehead and
blackhead removal to a full body exfoliation.
Pristine is the single most cost effective addition to your aesthetic practice.
Guaranteed.








Safe and Hygienic: Crystal-free, Pristine`s microdermabrasion diamond
peel protects the client and physician from the potential respiratory and ingestion hazards of crystal
irritants.
Reusable: Diamond tips rarely need replacing and can be safely sterilized
in an autoclave.
Wide variety of tip sizes: Specific tips for each application enable highly
accurate results and offer the most extensive choice of treatment options available. Tips range from
5 to 20mm in diameter with coarseness grades of 25 - 500 microns.
Diamond tips can be used to treat nearly any part of the body and enable
more aggressive treatment on sensitive skin.
Fast: Pristine treatments can be performed up to 100% faster than
traditional microdermabrasion depending on body site. Full face in under 10 minutes. . Fully
Adjustable Suction Feature: Ensures even peels and comfortable treatments.
Powerful Motor: Strong and silent, the Pristine motor reaches up to 1 bar
yet remains quiet for a more relaxing environment.

Microdermabrasion
involves partially or completely removing the stratum corneum using a light abrasive technique. The more
traditional crystal method sprays the skin with a fine layer of aluminum oxide crystals while newer methods
use precision diamond tips. Both methods are safe, effective, and less expensive than either surgical or
chemical peel options. In addition, the microdermabrasion procedure is fast, simple and painless.

Anti-Aging Skin Rejuvenation
While exfoliation was initially believed to be the source of the long-term benefits, recent research now
indicates that suction is the mechanism that reorganizes collagen to fill in fine lines and improve texture and
elasticity.
Acne (blackheads and whiteheads) and trauma scars
The removal of dead layers of skin helps clean pores and lowers the risk of future breakouts. Exfoliating the
top layers also reduces the appearance of scar tissue and smoothes skin.
Pore Clearance (enlarged pores and blemishes)
Suction increases blood flow and brings impurities to the surface for removal. Abrading the skin
simultaneously clears away upper layers to prevent blocked pores and oily buildup.
Ingrown hairs
Removing surface layers helps clear ingrown hairs by releasing the hair trapped under the skin and reducing
the inflammatory response.
Hyperpigmentation
The gentle exfoliation of skin accelerates the growth of new skin cells that evens skin tone and creates a
fresher, more revitalized look.

Please view this youtube video on using Pristine!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0GIwrP7_uQ

